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Rain Screen
Panel spacers position 
the panels away from the 
wall, stiffening the 
panels, while creating a 
pressure equalized 
rain screen. 

AL13™ panels are manufactured 
using two .020” sheets of 
aluminum with a PE or
Fire Rated core. 
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Composition

Snap & Lock
The AL13™ System
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04. Commercial 05. Woodline



AL13™ panels are manufactured using two 
.020” sheets of aluminum with a PE or Fire 
Rated core. Panels are supplied with a 
removable film to protect the finish during 
transport and installation.

SIZE: 48” x 96” {1220mm x 2440mm}
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Panel

Product Description

The AL13™ ACM system is comprised of:

Technical Info

The AL13™ ACM system 

The AL13™ system utilizes five different 
aluminum extruded profiles that are used to 
create architectural lines while fastening the 
panels to the substrate.

SIZE: 96” {2440mm} lengths

Extrusions

Panel spacers position the panels away from 
the wall, stiffening the panels while creating a 
pressure equalized rain screen.  

SIZE: 96” {2440mm} lengths

Back-End

PPG Finish                25 years

Standard Warranty

Panel Weight                      4.6 kg/m2

Thermal Expansion             3.0E -5/ oC

Technical Properties

Selected Testing & Standards

Alternate Detail B

Section A

Alternate Detail A

Alternate Detail A - Soffit Vent

Alternate Detail B - Soffit Vent

Airflow

Airflow

Patent Pending

The AL13™ system differs from other ACM systems 
in being a tab-over design. The panels are secured 
by the snap-lock fasteners. Panels are not welded or 
formed during construction. This allows for each 
panel to expand and contract across a broad 
temperature spectrum without causing buckling or 
oil-canning.

The tab-over design is unique to AL13™, consisting 
of five different aluminum extruded profiles. The 
panel spacers and extrusions work together to 
create a pressure equalized rain screen, allowing 
any moisture to exit.

Installation is simple and allows the configuration to 
be tailored on site. No more waiting for 
prefabricated panels..

System Overview

AL13™ has national distribution, which creates a 
larger and more competitive installation base while 
reducing material lead times.

The AL13™ Difference

AL13™has changed the game. Our metal panel 
system is cut to fit and snaps together on site, 
cutting costs, while reducing installation and lead 
times. The system does not require any prefabrica-
tion and can be installed on any 
type of structure. 

Distribution

Installation & Spec

The AL13™ ACM system components:
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AAMA 2605-11
AAMA 508
ASTM B221-12a
ASTM D903-98
ASTM D968-05
ASTM D2244-11

ASTM D2794-93
ASTM E84-12c
ASTM E1354-11b
ISO 2360-03
ASTM D3363-05
ASTM D4214-12



AL13™ is available in a wide range of 
colors and finishes. The PPG finish is 
applied to the aluminum with a 
continuous process and baked at a 
temperature of 600C. The quality of 
coating is tested in accordance to 
AAMA 2605. 

With the AL13™ color 
Spectrum process you can 
now design with any color. 
Whether you have a color 
code or a physical sample, 
the AL13™ spectrum process 
will ensure your project 
comes out the way you 
imagined.   

For further details and a more comprehensive 
outline of AL13™ color and finish guide please 
visit www.al13.com/binder.

03. Commercial

Woodline Metallics

cornell 
red

carmine cayenneburnt
orange

peachlemon amber catalinaultra
marine

french
blue

pacific atlantic dukecobalt emeraldmossamazonmint

Choose any
color and send
us a sample. 

01 02 03Spectrum 
process™

the match.

We send
you your
sample.

pewter
metallic

charcoal
metallic

brazilian
teak

apple
wood

harvard
maple

fruit
wood

teakbeach
oak

swiss
pear

tirano
walnut

black
walnut

dark
oak

silver
metallic

tan
metallic

emery
metallic

Solid Colors

white brilliant
white

pearl royal
beige

elephant
grey

ash slatebattle
ship

cobble
stone

french
beige

tuscanmocha galaxy
black

midnightacorn
grey

black
olive

coffee

spectrum
process


